2001 chevy tracker

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Recent Arrival! Call Harbor Nissan now or see this vehicle at See dealer for details. Call
us now at Age shouldn't matter for this SUV. It's a 6 cylinder Blue SUV that makes room for the
whole family. Please call us to arrange a test drive at Modern Chevrolet Sales. Your safety is our
Top Priority. We are constantly sanitizing our vehicles, offices, showroom, etc. Our delivery
drivers will sanitize the vehicle before taking it to you. If you require additional safeguards,
please reach out to our team. Odometer is miles below market average! This fun to drive vehicle
is 4CYL, 2. Come on down to our N Freeway, Pueblo location today to test drive and make an
offer on your next vehicle. We are family owned and operated business for over 25 years with
multiple locations across Colorado. Let's help you with your next vehicle purchase. Vehicle is at
our Pueblo Location The interior is clean and well taken care of, good tires! Exterior has some
blemishes, dents and scratches. Vehicle runs and drives good! It is being sold AS-IS. Light
weight alloy wheels on this Chevrolet Tracker are the perfect compliment to a stylish body. It
features cruise control for long trips. The vehicle has a 2. Know you and your passengers are
protected with the front and rear side curtain airbags in this unit. This vehicle has front air bags
that will protect you and your passenger in the event of an accident. This small suv is equipped
with front side curtain airbags. The vehicle is equipped with a gasoline engine. The Chevrolet
Tracker shines with a refined green finish. Quickly unlock this unit with keyless entry. Enjoy the
incredible handling with the rear wheel drive on this Chevrolet Tracker. This vehicle has an
automatic transmission that includes a manual shifting mode. The perfect balance of space and
size. The tilt steering wheel in this Chevrolet Tracker allows you to adjust the driving experience
to fit you. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling the dealer prior to
purchase. Visit us today to take a test drive. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 7 Manual 1. Engine Type Gas 4. Cylinders 6 cylinders 4.
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
No accidents. New Listing. Showing 1 - 10 out of 10 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I miss
my Chevy Tracker. I would recommend this mini SUV to anyone with a the need to economize,
yet looking for fun reliable transportation. I drove the heck out of this car and over rough terrain
even with out the 4x4 feature. Im one of those guys who packs so many essentials in my cars
that I could live in them. I recommend the automatic transmission, changing the clutch is such a
bother. Sign Up. Used Chevrolet Tracker for Sale 4. Overall Rating. Track Price Check
Availability. By Rating. Overall 4. I like this vehicle because it drives good and it gets good
mileage. It don't take much gas either. I like the way it drives. It do not go too fast. It goes just
right. Tracker Owner. Overall 3. You get the Chevrolet Tracker. Why GM decided to buy Suzuki
Grand Vitaras and re badge them as Chevrolet Trackers I have no idea, especially considering at
the time they were still making the Chevrolet Blazer which more or less serves the same
function. Maybe it was part of some agreement? Maybe GM wanted in on a smaller more
efficient SUV and didn't want to spend the time or money to design one? Maybe it was to settle
some legal issue. I couldn't tell you. I can tell you that knowing it's a Suzuki Grand Vitara under
all those Chevy badges is a very good thing to know when it comes to looking for parts. I can
also summarize the vehicle as being quirky yet competent. It doesn't break often, but when it
breaks, It doesn't break often, but when it breaks, it can be a nightmare to fix. It's designed for
smaller people. If you're in the 5 foot range you shouldn't have trouble. If you're 6 foot 4, then
you start running into problems. Fun isn't really a word that comes to mind with this vehicle. It's
never used to do anything remotely fun. However memorable would have to be replacing that
alternator. I will never forget that. If the alternator ever fails again I'll just scrap the vehicle. I will
not go through that nightmare again. Surprisingly good in snow in 4 wheel drive mode. The V6
engine is quiet, and powerful enough to move fast if you want the vehicle to. The frame and
underside of the vehicle was painted at the factory which has slowed down the corrosion. Has a
half decent stock stereo and speakers. You can fit a lot into it if you need to. Has made it to ,
miles with no smoking or ticking. The air conditioning is a sad joke. The seats are tiny with
flimsy feeling arm rests. The body panels are thin. Parts of the interior feel really cheap. Big
people suffer when driving it. The alternator is located in about the worst place possible and
requires removing the radiator to get to it. The vehicle also has "moods" where most of the time
it starts and runs just fine, but occasionally it stalls or doesn't want to run or acts weird. Then
moments later it will be fine and stay fine for weeks, even months. Overall 5. It is the best car I
have ever owned. It is a small SUV, so it sits up higher than a car and also has great pick up.
The car gets excellent gas mileage, and all of the internals, like the touch screen, are
exceptionally useful. The car has OnStar which I use for directions and emergencies if need be.
The car is spacious in the back and fits many bags for road trips. I love my Chevrolet. My car is

great for hauling the sound equipment I need to do our games. It is convenient to get everything
in one trip. During our final game, I was able to put four people in my car plus all of the gear we
needed. It was great, because we could all travel together and spend time together. My favorite
features of the car are its size. It is a small SUV, so I sit up higher than a regular car. The gas
mileage of the car is the best I have ever had. I can go almost two weeks without needing to fill
up again. The car has great pickup. If I am on the highway and I need some speed to get past a
slow driver, the acceleration is there for me. The steering of the car is precise and has a small
turning radius, which helps me move in small areas. The car has a back-up camera which gives
me more confidence when backing up. It has a great touch screen system that allows me to
change the It has a great touch screen system that allows me to change the radio station with
ease or even get directions on screen. The car has Bluetooth, so I can use my phone without
needing to use my phone. One thing is that the passenger side does not have an arm rest. This
is a small thing but makes a big difference when I have passengers. I would have liked the car to
have cruise control. I was told that it did, but it does not. Used Chevrolet Tracker. Used Cars for
Sale. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Excellent service.
Friendly, professional and quality service. Highly recommend. Great deals. Carlos is the man!!
He answered all my questions quickly and honestly. He made the car buying experience simple
and easy. Went there and did not see anyone who works there not the car. I was contacted the
next day. Still checking if I need anything. Have been emailing me if I need any assistance. Very
professional. Everyone got back to me very quickly, and all were helpful, without high pressure.
Great ex. Went in knowing exactly which truck we wanted and that's the truck we got! Financing
process was quick and got approved same day. Overall a good experience! Thanks George!!
They responded to my 1st inquiry, but not to my followup questions, They didn't have enough
pictures to give me a good evaluation of the truck. He answered all my questions, went out of
his way to send me a thorough video walk around of the inside and out of the vehicle, even
when everything was covered in ice and snow. Lisa was very helpful but with being on furlough
from my job I wasn't able to get financing but Lisa is willing to help me as soon as I get back to
work. The salesperson from the dealership contacted me the very quickly. I went down the
following day and purchased the car. They were really great to work with. So happy with the
purchase of the car. The car was in great condition and just as listed. We had a prepurchase
inspection done and the mechanics confirmed the reputation of the dealer and dealership. We
were a little uneasy buying from such a small dealership but there were no fees or added costs.
It was an honest straight forward purchase and a great experience. We would buy from this
dealer again. Staff was very professional, I test drive the vehicle and was very satisfied all
around. Very responsive, and understanding, offered much help to my specific situation. Hope
to work with them in the future! We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Tracker listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM
wheels, the rest are replacement options. The market is the region where the car was sold or is
still being sold. Found a bug? Have a question about Chevrolet Tracker wheel specs? Share
your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last
Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment
data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit
your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size
Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year
Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! Page navigation by markets: Heads up! Chevrolet
Tracker 1. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels have a center bore that matches
exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x rim
diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate
too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in mm.
Chevrolet Tracker 2. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Chevrolet Tracker for other model
years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your
email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add your data and
comments Send us the correct data Other. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on

Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this m
best brands repair manuals
bmw s1000rr fuse box
manualzz
enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

